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PASSION

We didn’t become the world’s most complete boardriding company by sitting
on our butts… Boardriding is our passion, and we ride every day. Whether
it’s for windsurfing, kiteboarding, surfing or standup paddling, each and every
product that we sell is designed and tested to exceed your expectations.
From continuing innovation in shape and design, to materials, construction
and manufacturing, it is what goes into a Naish that makes it a Naish. We
know that whether you are a beginner or a professional, you demand the
same thing from your equipment: quality, performance, dependability, and
value. No matter what you do, no matter where you do it, Naish equipment
will give you more confidence on the water. At the end of the day that makes
all the difference in the world. This book is packed full of premium boardriding
products, each one specifically designed for a unique boardriding style.
Remember, every day on the water is a good day. Whether your passion is
flat water or surf, sail power, kite power, or paddle power, Naish 2010 is your
ticket to the best ride of your life.
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kites

CULT
Proven All-Terrain Performance
3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5, 12, 13.5, 15

18

helix
The Evolution of Cutting Edge Performance
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.5, 12, 14

KITE

RANGE

torch

Simply the Best of it’s Breed
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16

NAISH2010

charger

The Geo-Tech Delta Fusion
3.5, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
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cult

Proven All-Terrain Performance

The test winning Cult returns as the ultimate user friendly all-terrain kite.
For 2010, Geo-Tech Generated C-shape and simplified bridles provide a more
direct bar feel. The amount of Sigma has been increased to improve turning
characteristics and linear bar feel.
With the addition of Geo-Tech Generated C-Shape, the Cult now boasts an even
larger sweet spot, ideal pull through the turns, and enhanced smoothness.
Whether you are a beginner looking for a kite that’s safe, stable, and reliable;
Or a seasoned veteran looking for one kite that does everything, the Cult is
the choice.
Now, more than ever, the sport of kiteboarding has been simplified with the
smooth and predictable All-Terrain performance of the new Cult.

Sizes: 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5, 12, 13.5, 15

* MOLDED TE REINFORCEMENT
* ARAMID PATCHES
* INTERNAL ARAMID REINFORCEMENTS
* MOLDED BUMPERS
* VERTICAL SEAM STRUTS
* NEW DACRON TRAILING EDGE
* NEW REINFORCED STRUT ZIPPERS
* NEW PULLEY AND LINE
* NEW IMPROVED VELCRO CLOSURE
* 2-PIECE LEADING EDGE
* LOAD SPREAD WING TIP CONSTRUCTION
* NEW CANOPY REINFORCEMENT AT HIGH STRESS POINTS
* 5TH LINE COMPATIBLE

NAISH2010
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helix

The Evolution of Cutting Edge Performance
The Helix continues to bridge the gap between C-shaped and bridled
kites with an engaging feel, fast turning and punchy power.
The Helix is the exotic sports car of the kite world...pushing
the envelope in both design and flying characteristics.
The Helix has been radically redesigned to provide C-shaped performance and feel, while maintaining the depower you expect out of
a bridled kite. For 2010, the Helix continues to evolve with a revolutionary “Power Foil Canopy” Sigma outline. This platform coupled
with refinements to the aspect ratio, LE diameter, strut foil, and arc
have produced the most performance driven Sigma kite ever.
With speed, versatility, huge jumps, kite loops, and precision handling
in mind, this kite allows riders to push their limits to new heights.
The Helix is the next generation in ultra-performance kiteboarding.

Sizes: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.5, 12, 14

* MOLDED TE REINFORCEMENT
* ARAMID PATCHES
* MOLDED BUMPERS
* VERTICAL SEAM STRUTS
* NEW DACRON TRAILING EDGE
* NEW REINFORCED STRUT ZIPPERS
* NEW PULLEY AND LINE
* NEW IMPROVED VELCRO CLOSURE
* 2-PIECE LEADING EDGE
* LOAD SPREAD WING TIP CONSTRUCTION
* 5TH LINE COMPATIBLE

NAISH2010
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torch

Simply the Best of its Breed

The Torch delivers the smooth power and aggressive turning that
performance C-kite riders demand.
C-kites continue to dominate the PKRA tour, and Kevin Langeree rules
that arena with the 2010 Torch. Rugged, predictable and reliable, no other
C-Kite handles as good as the Torch, which is why more top riders
choose it over any other C-kite on the market.
Whether your goal is to win competitions, or just take your freestyle
riding to the next level, the Torch is your answer. Super smooth, easy
handling, hooked-in, unhooked, impressive depower, and fantastic
relaunch...these characteristics allow riders of all levels to take
advantage of the Torch’s unsurpassed performance.

Sizes: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16

* MOLDED TE REINFORCEMENT
* ARAMID PATCHES
* MOLDED BUMPERS
* VERTICAL SEAM STRUTS
* NEW DACRON TRAILING EDGE
* NEW REINFORCED STRUT ZIPPERS
* NEW IMPROVED VELCRO CLOSURE
* 2-PIECE LEADING EDGE
* LOAD SPREAD WING TIP CONSTRUCTION

NAISH2010
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charger

The Geo-Tech Delta Fusion
The Charger incorporates Geo-Tech seam shaping into a Delta outline to
redefine stability, low-end power and ease of relaunch.
The Charger is a kite for All-Terrain riders who require effortless water relaunch
and added low-end lift. Naish’s exclusive Geo-Tech construction provides
the Delta profile with incredible stability and handling.
Unlike other Delta kites, which are prone to instability, the Charger fuses two
key design principles to maintain a solid wing structure in any wind
condition... from light & variable to shifting & gusty. Geo-Tech magically
enhances the Delta concept by drastically improving stability and handling.
The Charger was modeled after the Cult’s proven all-terrain performance, with
added focus on auto-launch accessibility. The end result is an all-terrain kite
with incredibly smooth turning, light wind lift, and unmatched water
relaunchability. It’s unique design coupled with Naish’s proven quality in
construction, and the world’s #1 control system make it an ideal choice
for all freeride kiters.

Sizes: 3.5, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13

* MOLDED TE REINFORCEMENT
* ARAMID PATCHES
* INTERNAL ARAMID REINFORCEMENTS
* MOLDED BUMPERS
* VERTICAL SEAM STRUTS
* NEW DACRON TRAILING EDGE
* NEW REINFORCED STRUT ZIPPERS
* NEW PULLEY AND LINE
* NEW IMPROVED VELCRO CLOSURE
* 2-PIECE LEADING EDGE
* LOAD SPREAD WING TIP CONSTRUCTION
* NEW CANOPY REINFORCEMENT AT HIGH STRESS POINTS
* 5TH LINE COMPATIBLE

NAISH2010
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cult

helix

Turning Type

jumping type

progressive pivot

progressive pop
easy glide

H

fast tight radius

radical pop
very long glide

H

L

L

bar feel

Adjustable from light to direct

Adjustable from light to “c type”

angle of attack control

maximum
control

High
control

moderate

F

360˚

upwind ability

wind

0˚

unhooked pop

progressive pop

powerful

F

0˚

360˚
wind

pull in turns

strong pop

arc

sigma outline
delta outline
geo tech
power foil canopy
geo tech generated c-shape
radial segmented c-shape
low drag wingtip
direct response steering
octopus inflation system
control system
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P

P

P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

universal control system

universal control system

KITE

torch

charger

progressive pivot

progressive pop
easy glide

H

selector

fast tight radius

progressive pop
easy glide

H

L

L
Adjustable from light to direct

“c type”

High
control

moderate
control

moderate

F

360˚

0˚

360˚
wind

wind

0˚

radical

F

progressive pop

radical pop

P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

universal control system

shift control system
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features
Sigma Outline

The Sigma Outline is an aerodynamic
“bird-in-flight” shape that moves
much of the center canopy area
behind the tow point, resulting in
a kite that has unmatched stability
even at an extremely low angle of
attack. The Sigma Outline also
provides a linear power band
and bar pressure, with very easy
water relaunch.

g

Straight LE segments between the
struts that provide constant tension
on the canopy in order to form perfect foil definition. It maintains
an extremely stable foil profile at
any flying angle. The result is an
unbelievably smooth and stable kite
with superior control at the higher
end of the wind range.

Geo-Tech Generated
C-Shape

The mix of C-shape characteristics coupled with the stability
and canopy tension of Geo-Tech
construction. The center of the
kite is flat with a large angle at
the S2 strut. This improves turning by allowing the kite to twist
at the S2 position, while keeping
the center section of the canopy
with clean airflow for consistent
power in the turn.

g

Power Foil Canopy

The Power Foil Canopy has horizontal seam shaping instead of vertical,
which makes the canopy looser
than with Geo Tech construction.
The result is a kite that creates more
instant lift.
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Geo-Tech

Low Drag Wing Tip

This wing tip geometry reduces the
overall surface on the non-lifting
portion and greatly reduces drag.
The more efficient the lift/drag ratio
becomes, the faster the wing tip can
move through the air, which allows
the kite to be both quicker and more
responsive through turns.

Direct Response
STEERING

The angle of attack on the
wing tips has been increased
to keep them more actively
engaged. When bar input is
added, the wingtip instantly
reacts and produces drag, while
the opposite wing tip instantly
accelerates, which creates
quicker turning. Relaunch is
also optimized as the lines hang
to the inside of the kite, and
have less chance of becoming
wrapped around the wing tip.

KITE

technology
Radial Segmented C-Shape

Shift System Platform

Radial Segment C-Shape generates the C-arc
using short linear segments to accurately form
the kite’s arc.

The Shift System has the fifth line locked in one direction at
the split of the front line, so that it can only been pulled from
the rider’s side, which depowers the kite instantly. It also
supports the arc, allowing the Torch to have a small Leading
Edge diameter for superior performance.

Octopus Inflation System

This proven, quick, and easy single point inflation system
creates uniform pressure in the struts. The Naish exclusive
one way internal valve ensures that the pressure in the struts
does not change during turns.

Water Relaunch
Sigma Outline

Rider’s input on one back line
makes the kite pivot around
one point and launch.

Delta Outline

Auto-relaunch allows the kite to naturally
roll on its side and move to the edge of
the wind window, waiting for the rider’s
input to launch.

C-shape

Rider’s input on the shift line
and back line make the kite roll
on its side and launch.

2. Rider’s input

1. Rider’s input
on back line

NAISH2010

1. Automatic

1. Shift Line & back line input
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quality construction
From bladders to stitching, every Naish kite has been meticulously checked
to pass the highest quality control in the industry. Every detail is scrutinized
before the kite leaves the factory to produce a product you can trust.
* LE and strut seams are all taped, glued, and stitched.
* All canopy seams are glued and stitched with the highest quality thread.
* Insignia tape is used at all points where the canopy is sewn with Dacron.
* 49g canopy polyester rip stop from Teijin, the industry leader.
* 180g Dacron polyester from Teijin and Dimension Polyant.
* Dyneema connectors and bridle line from the industry leaders, Cousin-Trestec.
* The highest quality PU bladder material.
* Exclusive assembly techniques for the most durable kites on the market.

Molded TE
Reinforcement

Aramid Patches

Molded Bumpers

Vertical Seam Struts

Optimal trailing edge protection with a molded reinforcement at the end of each strut.

Large thermo-molded bumpers,
which wrap further around the
leading edge to improve seam
protection when landing and
launching the kite.
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Patches along LE segments to
protect the seams.

A reduction in the number of
pieces used in the struts means
more precision in defining the
canopy profile. The seams are
also reinforced with an extra
layer of webbing, and double zigzag stitches to avoid breakage.

Internal Aramid
Reinforcements

Internal Aramid supports at
all LE angles to help support
the Geo Tech construction
and add strength.

Canopy reinforcement
at high stress points
All Geo Tech kites have an extra
layer of material on the front
of the canopy at the S1 and S2
strut levels, where higher stress
can occur.

KITE

technology
New Dacron
Trailing Edge

All kites have a 100% Dacron
TE for enhanced durability.

New Reinforced
Strut Zippers

A double Velcro flat enclosure
ensures that the zipper will not
fail under load.

New Improved
Velcro Closure

The deflation valve on the leading
edge of all the kites have a double
Velcro closure system to keep
them closed during impact.

2-Piece Leading Edge

This construction provides better
twist control of the leading edge,
and improves turning performance.

load spread Wing
tip Construction

All wing tips are designed
with seams running parallel
to the load generated by the
flying lines. These seams carry
most of the load and spread
it higher into the canopy.
This construction avoids
fatigue on the fabric and in
the wing tip area, without
adding weight.

NAISH2010

Torch

Charger

Cult

Helix
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KITEQ&A
1. What are the differences between the Cult,
the Helix and Charger in terms of riding?
The Cult is the ultimate tool for all-terrain riding, and
is unmatched on the market for stability, broad sweet
spot, and linear bar pressure. It is the easiest kite yet.
The Helix provides a more engaging kiting experience.
It will generate more power in the turns, and yanks
you more out of the water when you jump. It is a
more powerful kite overall, and is faster turning.
The Charger is similar to the Cult in terms of
performance and ease. But it’s bar pressure is more
“proportional” to the angle of attack of the kite
making gusts and lulls more apparent. You’ll be
amazed by the stability and smoothness compared
to other Delta kites, none of which has our Geo Tech
Construction. The Charger’s relaunch is automatic
and gives novice kiters the ability to launch their
kites in the most challenging conditions.

2. Why has Naish designed the Charger
without the Sigma Outline?
The non-Sigma design has some interesting elements,
like water relaunch and the way it engages in turns.
We improved the concept by adding Geo Tech. The
main flaw we found in other Delta kites was the lack of
stability at low angles of attack. By adding our exclusive
Geo Tech construction, we’ve been able to stabilize
the kite tremendously. For Delta kite enthusiasts,
the Charger clearly provides something new.

3. Why is Geo Tech absent on the new Helix?
We designed the Helix with Power Foil Canopy instead
of Geo-Tech because we were looking for extra juice and
power. With advanced riders in mind, the Helix’s new
power foil moves more while riding. It provides an extra
touch of power at crucial moments when sheeted-in.

6. Can I put a fifth line on a Charger, Cult, and Helix?
Yes. All three of these kites allow for a fifth line to be
connected to the pump leash attachment point on
the Leading Edge. The Universal Control system is
also designed to allow a fifth line system. However,
that option will only suit fifth line enthusiasts.
Most riders will much prefer riding these kites with
only four lines for performance and simplicity,
which is how they are meant to be ridden.

7. What did you do to improve low-end performance?
In order to have the kites fly more efficiently
in lighter winds, we spent a great deal of time
adjusting the foil’s profile and the LE diameter. We
had incredible success as we optimized the profile.
The end result is a kite range that flies faster, turns
quicker, and generates very efficient low-end lift.
We also increased the length of the flying line extensions
that come on the bigger Helix, Cult and Charger kites.
The 13.0 to 16.0 kites come with 7m extensions. While,
the 9.0 to 12.0 kites still come with 4m extensions.

8. How does the Torch depower so well without
any bridles?
The Torch is a kite that depowers by flying to the edge
of the window. Compared to other kites, the Torch’s
foil profile is thinner, and its LE diameter is smaller.
These two characteristics allow the kite to fly further
forward in the window, and get there fast. This gives it
the ability to depower quickly. We can confidentially
say that it has more depower than most bridled kites.

9. Will a Sigma kite accidentally launch itself when
sitting on the beach?
No. Not when positioned properly like any kite.
A Sigma kite actually sits on the beach in windy
conditions as well as non-Sigma kites, because the
wind forces the center portion of the LE to stay down.

4. Why does the 2010 Cult have a more pronounced
Sigma outline in comparison to last year’s model?

10. Are the 2010 Control Systems compatible with
last year’s kites?

The increase in the Sigma enables the LE to twist
at the kite’s center. This allows the rider to induce
a pivot turn when wanted. Therefore, the Cult
steering capabilities have expanded, and can now
do either pivots or tight radius turns. This simply
makes the kite even easier to control and steer.

Yes, absolutely.

5. Why does the 2010 Helix have a reduced Sigma
outline in comparison to last year’s model?
Again, the Sigma outline allows the kite to pivot
more from the center. By reducing the Sigma, the kite
pivots less from the center and turns more around
the wing tip. This generates more power through the
turn. With the Helix, that is exactly what we were
looking for…a more aggressive pull in the turns.

NAISH2010

11. Why is the trim line so long on the Universal
Control System?
The long trim line allows for full depower of the kite
when the bar is pushed all the way up. High depower
is crucial and the number one safety benefit on any
kite. Our trim line allows the rider to easily handle
situations that could be potentially dangerous. If a
rider wants to adjust the reach, he/she can easily set
the “stopper” at the desired height, while keeping
the ability to push it up with the bar when needed.
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universal

control system
Streamlined Performance
For the Helix, Cult and Charger

A four or five line control system in a simple ergonomic
layout. The new Universal Control System borrows the
basic line layout of the Industry Leading Shift System to
provide the cleanest most functional bar that Naish has
ever produced. The 3m single center line to the front line
split allows the removal of heavy parts, and allows the
front line flagging leash and optional 5th Line kit to function
efficiently. The result is a simple and functional control
system that provides the user with greater confidence in its
functionality in all situations.

* Smart Loop Release and Depower System
* Auto Orientation Chicken Loop
* New Improved “Through the Bar” front line leash system
* New Wide Leash
* Internal Back Line Trimming
* New Extra Soft Bar Ends
* New Streamlined Vario Bar End 19”-21” (48-54cm)
* All the Standard Market Leading rigging features

36

shift

control system
Industry Leading 5th Line System

For the Torch

The Shift System returns with industry leading
performance, simplicity, and seamless functionality.
The Shift System remains the most effective way
to control the leading edge arc of the Torch while
providing the easiest light wind relaunch. The 13m
front lines and unidirectional 5th Line has been
developed with the leading edge profile and diameter
of the Torch to allow the kite to maintain its status as
the best performance C-Kite on the market.

* Smart Loop Release and Depower System
* Auto Orientation Chicken Loop
* New Wide Leash
* Internal Back Line Trimming
* New Extra Soft Bar Ends
* New Streamlined Vario Bar End 19”-21” (48-54cm)
* All the Standard Market Leading rigging features

NAISH2010
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Smart Loop
Technology

Patented Industry Leading Release System

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Naish’s patented push away release system is
quickly becoming an industry standard, and the
Naish Smart Loop is the standard by which all
push away systems are measured. The 45mm
handle on the Smart Loop allows easy and efficient
release in all situations. The system is the only one
of the market that integrates a simple “below the
bar” trim system that is easy to reach and operate. The open design of the handle and internal
teeth allows water to flush through and maintain
a smooth reliable release in all conditions. All of
the features on the Smart Loop allow the rider to
focus on the kiting experience rather than worrying about an overly complicated release system.
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A. Compact 45mm Release Handle
B. Integrated Sheeting Cleat below the bar
C. Auto Sand/Debris flushing with cleaning teeth to ensure positive
release under all conditions.
D. Extra Light Stainless Steel Pulley
E. New Lighter Weight Trim Line for unhooked riding
F. Stronger rotating Chicken Finger to ensure you stay hooked in.
G. Auto Orientating Chicken Loop the keeps the chicken loop facing
the rider for easier hook in.
H. Two Piece Stopper that is easy to install and replace with
excellent holding power, and easy one handed movement.

control system
technology

Evolution of Improvement

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A. Flared aluminum center hole for minimal friction, easy turning,
and “bomber” durability.
B. Precision asymmetrical grip that allows the rider to feel the
correct bar orientation with optimal feedback.
C. Internal Backline Trimming that keeps the exposed line as
clean as possible.
D. Color coded thermo-molded EVA diamond grip with perforated
holes for ultimate feel and handling.
E. Improved super soft bar end that conforms to the outside of the
riders hand and integrates better with the floaters.
F. New Vario Adjustment part that streamlines the back of the bar
and makes removal/rotation easier.
G. Wider webbing leash that is 7cm longer than last year’s model
for easier repositioning after handle passes.
H. Fool Proof connectors that remove the possibility of wrong line
connection with the kite.

Subtle improvements add polish to perfection. The
industry’s most comfortable bar grip returns with
a new graphic style. The Dupont Hytrel bar ends
boast the only internal Vario Adjustable system
on the market, and have been slightly modified
to conform seamlessly to the outside of the riders
hand and to integrate better with the large floaters. The new Vario Adjustment piece incorporates
a flush hook that uses a flying line to remove and
rotate it and streamlines the back of the bar end.

(Not Pictured)
* Cousin Ultimate Flying Lines that are the finest Dyneema available
and pre-stretched at temperature for minimal and uniform stretching.
* Plug and Play System is pre stretched at the factory so you can
just connect your lines and go ride.

NAISH2010
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kiteboards

CUSTOM GLOBAL
Snappy Versatility
5’0”, 5’4”, 5’7”, 6’0”, 6’2”
42

CUSTOM FISH
Buttery Smooth
5’4”, 5’8”, 6’0”

CUSTOM Gun

Incredible Speed
5’10”, 6’2”

kiteboard
RANGE

thorn cc

Power to Win
128, 130, 132, 134, 136

sol

Transforms Choppy Water
Into Smooth Fun
128, 131, 134, 137, 140

NAISH2010

momentum

Land Tricks You Never Imagined
130, 132, 134

haze

Balanced Versatility
128, 132, 136, 141, 147, XL 135, XL 144
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thorn cc
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LENGTH

128

130

132

134

136

WIDTH

38

39

40

41

42

thorn CC
Power to Win

The Thorn CC delivers the most direct power for light wind efficiency, upwind drive, and explosive freestyle pop
on-demand. It was no small project to improve upon the performance of the 2009 Thorn. Kevin Langeree was
unwilling to compromise any amount of the Thorn’s speed and power that has been absolutely proven
by his competition excellence in the various conditions around the world.
The Thorn’s moderately more parallel outline, wider tips and low rocker line perfectly balances locked-in grip
with essential control. Our greatest achievement for 2010 was from continued construction development
where we managed to combine truly the best attributes of the 2009 Thorn and Thorn FC.
The winning combination for the 2010 Thorn CC construction was discovered with the same top and bottom
laminates as the 2009 Thorn, but replacing its I-beam core with carbon fiber composites from the FC. The end
result is a new Thorn that has the solid control of the 2009 Thorn, with the responsive liveliness of the FC.

* TIP2TIP HYBRID WOOD CORE
* CARBON COMPOSITE LAMINATES
* OPTIMIZED RESPONSE FLEX
* PRO POWER PERFORMANCE

NAISH2010
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momentum
46

LENGTH

130

132

134

WIDTH

40

41

42

momentum

Land Tricks You Never Imagined
The Momentum is a new range that offers top freestyle riders a performance alternative to the Thorn,
characterized by a higher rocker line for a new style of pop and insanely smooth landings.
The performance of the Momentum did not evolve from any other range of kiteboards. It is entirely new.
The Momentum goes in a completely new direction in terms of rocker and outline. The new combination results
in radically smooth performance, a new style of freestyle pop, and makes landing the craziest moves easier
than imagined possible.
In comparison to the Thorn, the Momentum’s outline is more parallel over the majority of the length of its rail to
balance the increased rocker. Unlike the Thorn, which derives its pop from its rock solid edging and powerful tips,
the Momentum has a more wake style pop off the full rocker when ridden flat. The increased width and surface
area promote early planing and added glide; and in combination with the new rocker, it guarantees the
smoothest landings ever.
While the Thorn challenges
you to show the world how
good you are, the Momentum
lets you push yourself to
become even better.

* TIP2TIP HYBRID WOOD CORE
* NASA/TECH-2 LAMINATES
* HI-TEN RESPONSE FLEX
* PRO PARK PERFORMANCE

NAISH2010
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SOL
48

LENGTH

128

131

134

137

140

WIDTH

37.5 38.5 39.5 40.5 41.5

sol

Transforms Choppy Water into Smooth Fun
The first question is always, “What’s up with the snowboard outline on a kiteboard?” The answer is simple.
What makes round tips the right shape on a snowboard is the same reason its right for a kiteboard.
At the nose, the round tip allows for the cleanest water entry possible without catching, tripping
or splashing. At the tail, the round tip focuses the board’s power down the centerline, where it is
easier to control than at the edge.
The Sol’s round outline, which is great for control especially at higher speeds, is combined with an efficient
rocker to promote planing in lighter winds.
Unlike other designs, where riders may need to adjust their position to find the board’s balance, the Sol’s
entire board is a sweet-spot. There is no tricky balance required, and no hick-ups. Just smooth edging,
through even the worst chop. The Sol is where snowboarding meets wakeboarding.

* TIP2TIP HYBRID WOOD CORE
* HP-2 LAMINATES
* BALANCE FLEX
* ALL-TERRAIN PERFORMANCE

NAISH2010
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haze
50

LENGTH

128

132

136

141

147 XL 135 XL 144

WIDTH

38

39

40

41

42

44.5

46.5

haze

Balanced Versatility
The Haze delivers reliable performance for all rider levels in all conditions. For beginners and
advanced freeriders alike, easy is good. The Haze gives you the reliability to take your
kiteboarding anywhere you want to go.
Outline, rocker and flex have all been engineered to provide power when needed, and control at a
moments notice. The outline is blend of the Thorn (80%) and the Sol (20%). The Haze shares the
same low rocker as the Thorn for efficient planing, and incorporates a unique flex for the
ultimate in control.
The Haze utilizes the same premium materials and construction technology that makes all Naish
kiteboards the industry’s finest. Combined with the latest revolution in component performance, the
Haze is an unbeatable package.

* TIP2TIP HYBRID WOOD CORE
* BENCHMARK LAMINATES
* ENHANCED ACTIVE FLEX
* FREERIDE PERFORMANCE

NAISH2010
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Grav-d
52

Grav-d

Integrated Footstrap / Footpad Binding System
Fourth generation of our exclusive Grav-D design, wrapping around and
under the foot for revolutionary footstrap performance.

* New design with “wake-boot outside” for amazing support and “footstrap inside” for heel angle freedom.
* New double strap adjustment feature to trim the angle of the footVtrap top for optimal fit.
* New overlapping strap design providing size adjustment in width as well as height.
* New molded footbed for increased cushioning.

All new mounting options include:

* Positioning options on center or closer to the rail
* Stance width fine tuning
* Additional strap/pad angle options
* Ergonomic 3-D footbed shaping
* Full comfort shock absorption
* High grip texture
* Carbon fiber footpad plate

NAISH2010
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custom
Ten options dedicated to one purpose…Surf.
The Custom range offers the industry’s highest performance shapes, the leading premium construction technology,
and the most expansive selection.
While each model offers unique performance, we are proud of the fact that no matter which Custom you choose, you
will be completely stoked. The ten models of Customs are grouped into three ranges: Global, Fish and Gun.
The Global boards are super snappy and versatile. Their responsiveness, speed and drive are unmatched. The Fish
range is super buttery-smooth fun. The Guns look so good you can hang them on the wall like a piece of fine art, but
you won’t be able to resist their incredible speed on a wave.
Charge down the line with constructions and materials developed for the aerospace industry. These technologies
have been utilized to make the 2010 Naish Custom the industry’s highest performance and quality waveboards.

global
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LENGTH
WIDTH
thickness
FINS

5’0”

5’4”

5’7”

6’0”

6’2”
18 1/4”
2 1/4”

16”
1 7/8”

16 3/4” 17 3/8”
2 1/8” 2 1/8”

18”
2 1/4”

Quad
DFS

Quad
DFS

Quad Thruster
DFS
DFS

Quad
DFS

custom

GLOBAL
Global 5’0”

Rides so insanely high, lively, responsive and fast
in the water that it feels like a video game.

Global 5’4”

Solid edging giving you the confidence to ride at top
speed and gouge bottom-turns like Robby.

Global 5’7”

Global 6’0”

Versatile and snappy like the 5’7”, with more
drive and floatation for a riding style more
like surfing.

Global 6’2”

Similar to the 6’0”, with more radical shaping in
the tail of the board letting you snap your
top-turns to destroy the lip like Reo.

Our most popular model due to its comfortable balance,
extreme versatility, and snappy responsiveness.
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custom

FISH
Fish 5’4”

Compact, easy, balanced, versatile, and super fun.

Fish 5’8”

One board that does everything with easy
handling and smooth carving.

Fish 6’0”

Dominate lighter wind and smaller surf with
extra surface-area and volume.

fish
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5’4”
5’8”
LENGTH
17 1/2” 18 1/4”
WIDTH
thickness 2 1/2” 2 1/2”
Quad
Quad
FINS
DFS
DFS

6’0”
19”
2 5/8”
Quad
DFS

custom

GUN

Gun 5’10”

Super smooth and reliable. Ideal for the high
speeds required in big waves and strong wind.

Gun 6’2”

Designed to charge into the world’s biggest waves.

5’10”
6’2”
LENGTH
17”
17”
WIDTH
7/8
thickness 1 ” 1 7/8”
Thruster Thruster
FINS
DFS
DFS

NAISH2010
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I

THORN
CC
CARBON COMPOSITE LAMINATES

NASA/TECH-2 LAMINATES

The 2010 Thorn CC fuses laminates from the
2009 Thorn and Thorn FC for a flex character,
reflex response, anti-vibration, anti-distortion,
weight and durability combination superior to
its predecessors.

Originally developed for the 2009 Thorn, this
construction system builds a unique framework
of different composite laminates over the top and
bottom of the board interlocked by composite
I-beams through the wood core.

Specifically tailored in combination with the
Thorn CC’s outline and rocker, the Optimized
Response Flex is moderately soft under lighter
loads to allow the board to dynamically respond
to input, while progressively stiffing in flex
under higher loads to retain direct energy
transfer between the rider and the board.

When combining the NASA/TECH-2 laminates with
the Momentum’s new rocker and outline, the result
is a completely new performance. The Momentum
rides amazingly higher, faster and smoother than
with any other construction/shaping combination.

OPTIMIZED RESPONSE FLEX

PRO POWER PERFORMANCE

Absolute top speed, efficiency, upwind drive,
edging power and control -- ideal for both
our international team’s freestyle competition,
as well as premium, versatile, advanced
freeriding.

Custom

MOMENTUM

HI-TEN RESPONSE FLEX

PRO PARK PERFORMANCE

While Kevin Langeree prefers the power of
the Thorn CC, many of our international
team riders prefer the Momentum due to its
radically new wake-style pop and insanely
forgiving handling.

The EPS core of every board is shaped by hand. Then the entire deck and
bottom are wrapped in composite laminates, over-lapping on the rails.
On these laminates, the board is fully wrapped again in a highdensity, closed-cell foam.
After laminating additional layers of reinforcement, the
board is finished with the final layers of composite
laminates over the entire deck and bottom, once
again over-lapping on the rails.
The result is the strongest possible strength to weight
ratio for the ultimate in board riding performance.
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kiteboard
technology

TIP2TIP HYBRID WOOD CORE
All Thorn CC, Momentum, Sol and Haze feature a tip-to-tip solid wood core with a highly-developed thickness
taper, and utilize a hybrid of different densities of vertically laminated wood. This new core is combined with
top and bottom laminates unique to each range. Each model is engineered with an exact flex characteristic for
specific riding performance and unsurpassed durability.

SOL
HP-2 LAMINATES

HAZE

BENCHMARK LAMINATES

HP-2 is an asymmetrical lamination matrix with
a lighter layup on the deck and higher-tension
composites on bottom, to combine outstanding
control with efficient planing.

This lamination system is the same platform
used on all our 2010 twin tips. The highest quality
materials constructed in an exclusive, high-tech
process makes Naish the industry’s highest
performance kiteboards.

BALANCE FLEX

In combination with the Sol’s round outline
and low rocker line, the Balance Flex blends a
degree of energy retention for efficient power,
with a degree of energy dispersion for ease
and control.

ENHANCED ACTIVE FLEX

Absolute versatility for every water condition
you will encounter: from ideally smooth to
radically choppy, and from flat water to waves.
All-Terrain Performance assures that the Sol will
meet the demands of every environment.

FREERIDE PERFORMANCE

Our softest-tension flex, Active Flex, was enhanced
with a revised core thickness taper at the tips for
a more positive response performance. Power,
efficiency, upwind drive and tracking where
improved while still retaining easy control.

ALL-TERRAIN PERFORMANCE

2010 MODEL

Unlike Pro Performance boards, which are
high-tuned with aggressive shaping and flex for
advanced freestyle riders, Freeride Performance
boards are tuned-down for easier control and
rider versatility.

THORN CC

MOMENTUM

SOL

HAZE

HAZE XL

Technical Freestyle
Wakestyle Freestyle
Full Speed Freestyle
Easy Freestyle
Advanced Freeride
Easy Freeride
Upwind Power
Easy Control

NAISH2010
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Softtech &
waterwear

pro
waist
The Ultimate 3D Shape
Sizes: S, M, L

The Pro Waist is a high performance harness for
aggressive riders who require a secure fit without
sacrificing flexibility. This year’s design fuses the
structure of thermo-molding, with the fit of seam
shaping, to achieve the perfect combination of
superior support and incredible comfort.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Dual Belt
- High Back Support
- Contoured Side Shape
- Pre-formed Back Support
- Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Integrated Spreader Bar
- Click-in Spreader Bar

kl
pro
Freestyle Gone Wild
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

The KL Pro is the perfect harness for aspiring
and professional freestylers. It returns with a
bold new color scheme and is packed with all
the features that keep Kevin Langeree on top
of the podium. For 2010, the bar pad has been
completely redesigned for optimum security,
and will not twist or ride up the ribs.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Neoprene Dual Elastic Belt
- High Back Support
- Contoured Side Shape
- Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Click-in Spreader Bar
- Deluxe Bar Pad
- Bar Pad Stabilizer
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harnesses
moto
Minimalist Style
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

The Moto is the ideal harness for freestyle and
freeride kiters. Performance freestyle is about
having the freedom to move and twist for
expressing your personal style of riding. The
Moto’s pre-formed lower back shaping, provides
amazing lumbar support without compromising
the body’s range of motion.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Neoprene Dual Elastic Belt
- Low Back Support
- Contoured Side Shape
- Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Integrated Spreader Bar
- Click-in Spreader Bar

mission
Bar Pad Style of Hook
Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

The Mission is a lightweight harness with a
new deluxe bar pad. It is designed for riders
looking for a lower cut and sufficient back
support. For 2010, the bar pad has been
completely redesigned for optimum security,
and will not twist or ride up the ribs.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Neoprene Dual Elastic Belt
- Low Back Support
- Contoured Side Shape
- Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Click-in Spreader Bar
- Deluxe Bar Pad
- Bar Pad Stabilizer
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elite
Superior Fit and Comfort
Sizes: XXS,XS, S, M, L, XL

Designed for high performance riding, the Elite
is the premier harness in the Naish line. Due
to its overwhelming success and outstanding
reputation, the Elite remains unchanged for
2010. It features an internal thermo-molded back
support design for a stiffer, secure fit. Available
in black or white.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Neoprene Dual Elastic Belt
- High Back Support
- Contoured Side Shape
- Pre-formed Back Support
- Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Integrated Spreader Bar
- Click-in Spreader Bar

balance
Ergonomically Shaped with Freedom to Move
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

The Balance is an ergonomically shaped
seat harness that combines lower back and
hip support, with the freedom to move. The
strategic synch strap placement puts the
hook in a low position to allow the body
full range of motion, while supporting the
lower back and waist.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- Low Back Support
- Split Side Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Leg Straps
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Click-in Spreader Bar
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harnesses
pro
seat
Naish’s Bucket Seat
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

The Pro Seat is a high shaped seat harness with
an outstanding load spread design. Its bucket
seat shape provides excellent lower back and
hip support for a comfortable ride.

FEATURES:

- Neoprene Buckle Covers
- Grab Handle
- Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash
- High Back Support
- Split Side Load Spreading Patches
- Soft Leg Straps
- Soft Fabrics
- Soft Rounded Edges
- 3D Fit Technology
- Click-in Spreader Bar

defender VEST
Floatation with Protection
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

The Defender Vest provides new kiters learning
the sport, and experienced riders pushing the
limits, superb impact protection, added float,
and peace of mind. Its soft neoprene and large
armholes allow excellent freedom of motion
while still diffusing impact with water.

FEATURES:

- Strong Front Zipper
- Secure Zipper Closure
- Triple Density Impact Diffuser
- Soft Neoprene Skin Side and Edges
- Over or Under Harness Fit
- Key Pocket with Key String
- Ergonomic Body Shape Structure
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FEATURES

Neoprene Buckle Covers:
Soft neoprene covers prevent kite
lines from snagging.

Grab Handle:
Heavy duty reinforced handles are
positioned on the lower back of
every Naish Kiteboarding Harness
to help in launching and towing.

Heavy Duty Handle Pass Leash:
A spectra line runs across the
back of the kite harness and
through a stainless ring to
attach your leash too.

SHAPING

Neoprene Dual Elastic
Abdominal Belt:
Dual elastic abdominal
belts provide extra
support, perfect tension,
and fit for maximum
comfort when riding.

Dual Belt:
The Pro Waist harness
comes with a new belt
for improved fit and
comfort.

High Back:

Contoured Side Shape:

Extra back support for maximum
load spread over the widest
surface of your back.

A curved fit in the hip areas eliminates excess
fabric or increased lateral movement.

Low Back:
Narrower profile for a lighter feel
and increased range of motion.
Ideal fit for smaller riders.
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harness

technology

CONSTRUCTION

NAISH TECHNOLOGIES

Pre-formed Back Support:

3D Fit Technology:

Thermoformed pieces provide
extra padding and stiffness
for extra back support and
ergonomic fit.

Ergonomically curved in the
molding process and horizontal/
vertical seam shapes to follow
the shape of your body for
maximum support and comfort.

Load Spreading Patches:
Internal and external
structural elements that help
spread the load throughout
the entire harness.

Integrated Spreader Bar:

COMFORT

Click-In Spreader Bar:

Soft Leg Straps:

The Spreader Bar is integrated
into the structure of the harness
to protect your ribs and to keep
it securely in place without the
need of a bar pad.

Soft fabric covers our seat
harness leg straps and
protects your skin.

Click-In technology to keep
the bar in place at all times
and to allow easy in/out.
(Available as spare part)

Soft Fabrics:

Deluxe Bar Pad:

All Naish Harnesses use soft
neoprene or tricot interiors for
maximum comfort.

New 100% soft bar pad,
with an extra layer of foam
where it is in contact with
the skin.

Soft Rounded Edges:
All Naish Harnesses have
rounded edges with padding
for ultimate comfort.

NAISH2010

Bar Pad Stabilizer:
Bar pad has added attachments
to prevent it from riding up.
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WATERWEAR
neoprene
Top (Long & Short Sleeve)
SIZES: S, M, L, XL
- Great extra layer to stay warm
- 1mm super stretchy neoprene
- 100% UV protection
- Designed to be worn under or over a wetsuit, or just by itself
- Specific shape to be worn with a harness: longer
body panel to avoid seam rashes on the edge of harness
- Slick sticky neoprene band on bottom to prevent shirt
from moving up
- One hand tightener on bottom to adjust to body shape
- Main body piece with internal titanium coating in
order to reflect body heat and stop the wind to keep you warm
- Flat Lock stitches seams for ultimate comfort
- Extra soft and stretchy neoprene on the sides with no
seams under the arms to avoid any rash and let you
move freely
- Extra soft neoprene around the neck to avoid chafing

lycra
(Long & Short Sleeve)
SIZES: S, M, L, XL
- High grade 100% UV protective fabric
- Designed to be worn under or over wetsuit,
or just by itself
- Specific shape to we worn with a harness:
longer body panel to avoid seam rashes on
the edge of harness
- Slick sticky neoprene band on bottom and
at ends of arms to prevent shirt from
moving up
- Flat lock stitches seams for comfort
- Seamless construction under arm pits to
avoid chafing and let you move freely

loose fit shirt
&
tank top
SIZES: S, M, L, XL
- Fast dry UV protective material
- Loose fit shape to be worn loosely
over the harness
- Hole on front panel for harness hook
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kiteboarding bags
Golf
Roller Bag
SIZES: 140-160cm, 145-165cm

Flat
BoardBag
SIZE: 135-155CM, 145-165CM

- Might eliminate excess baggage charges
on some airlines
- Holds 4 kites and 2 boards
- External pocket for pump & bars
- Polyurethane wheels
- 20cm extension

- Top panel zipper opening for rail protection
- 20cm extension

COFFIN
KITE
SIZES: 135-155cm, 145-165cm

CUSTOM
BAG
SIZES: 5’7” (174cm), 6’1” (188cm), 6’6” (200cm)

- Holds 2 kites and 1 board
- Removable polyurethane wheels
- 20cm extension

- Aluminum foil for heat and sun protection
- Top panel zipper opening for rail protection
- Room to leave fins on the board
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Gamer Backpack

Size: Vol. 25L

Cruiser Backpack Large

Size: Vol. 42L

Designer Backpack
Size: Vol. 25L

New Cruiser Backpack Small

Size: Vol. 25L

Girls Beach Tote
Fancy Girls Purse
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Travel Organizer

general bags
Airline Roller Bag

Sizes: Small (Vol. 38L) & Large (Vol. 47L)

Super Large Roller Bag
Size: Vol. 60L

Toiletry Kit
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Messenger Laptop Bag

Size: Vol. 15L

Duffle Bag

Size: 70cm

Wallet
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